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8 books in 1--your key to success with Pro Tools!
Your one-stop guide to producing professional music recordings at home 

Pro Tools lets serious and hobby musicians create recordings that rival big label CDs. And if you’re going to invest in a Pro Tools setup, you want to get the most out of it. So keep this reference handy! It has the scoop on hardware, software, techniques, mixing and mastering, and even marketing your music. 

The Dummies Way  

	Coverage of the essentials and beyond
	Explanations in plain English
	"Get in, get out" information
	Thumbtabs and other navigation aids
	Tear-out cheat sheet
	A dash of humor and fun


Discover how to: 

	Install Pro Tools on a Mac® or PC
	Navigate Pro Tools windows and menus
	Set up mics to get great sounds
	Edit individual tracks on screen
	Understand and work with MIDI
	Synch with external digital mixers


About the Author

Jeff Strong has been a professional musician and recording engineer for thirty years. He’s the bestselling author of Home Recording For Musicians For Dummies and Drums For Dummies.
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Oracle Database 12c Performance Tuning Recipes: A Problem-Solution Approach (Expert's Voice in Oracle)Apress, 2013

	Performance problems are rarely "problems" per se. They are more often "crises" during which you’re pressured for results by a manager standing outside your cubicle while your phone rings with queries from the help desk. You won’t have the time for a leisurely perusal of the manuals, nor to lean back and read a...
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Distributed .NET Programming in VB .NETApress, 2002

	With the release of .NET, Microsoft once again altered the distributed programming landscape. Almost everything changed, from data access, to remote object calls, to the deployment of software components. And of course, .NET introduced a new technology in XML Web services that revolutionized Web development.


	Distributed .NET...
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Level Up Your Web Apps With Go: Performance, Concurrency, ScalabilitySitePoint Pty Ltd, 2015

	
		Go is an open-source language from Google that's a bit like C. Designed for programmer productivity, it's got a clean syntax, and emphasizes concurrency.

	
		This book gives you all you need to use Go in your web applications. You'll learn the basic concepts - language structures, the standard library, and Go...
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Adobe Creative Suite 3 BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
Integrate and manage workflow across Photoshop®, Illustrator®, InDesign®, Dreamweaver®, Acrobat®, and Flash®
Harness all the tools in the Adobe Creative Suite 3 toolbox with this in-depth guide from well-known Creative Suite experts Ted Padova and Kelly L. Murdock. This "Big Picture" book not only covers all...
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Complex Anorectal DisordersSpringer, 2005

	A large cross-section of the world’s great and good in colorectal

	surgery have been enticed, inveigled, I suspect at times brow-beaten, to

	produce this tour de force. The editors, themselves famous for their own

	extensive contributions in this area, must be congratulated for their fine

	achievements.
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Xamarin.Forms SolutionsApress, 2018

	Use the solutions provided in this book to handle common challenges in Xamarin.Forms that are encountered on a daily basis. Working examples and techniques are presented that you can modify and drop directly into your own projects. You will be able to deliver working code faster than ever. Examples are made available through GitHub,...
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